RANGE

THE STORY

A revolution. The Moto Guzzi V7 - the first Italian superbike - debuted in 1967, and quickly
transformed the idea of performance motorcycling. The brainchild of Giulio Cesare Carcano, the V7
implemented the innovative 90° transverse V-twin engine with a displacement of 703cc - a record
at that time - and immediately established itself as the world ambassador for Moto Guzzi prestige,
elegance and reliability.
In Mandello del Lario, technical research and development continually set new records. In 1969
engine displacement was increased to 757cc, with a significant enhancement of top performance
levels. The V7 Sport became the first mass-produced sports bike to beat the 200 km/h (125 mph)
limit.
Fast forward to the 21st Century, and the popularity of the V7 has driven development of new
versions, such as the V7 Classic (2007) and the V7 Café Classic sports model (2009). The spotlight
was once again on the V7 platform in 2010 with the V7 Racer, a mass-produced 750cc special that
was inspired by V7 Sport developments from the 1970s. The new V7 range, with a high-efficiency
engine, was the star of 2012.
The V7 II arrived in 2014, its design combining traditional lines and the requirements of a
contemporary motorcycles. The V7 II featured the evolution of the 90° V-twin engine, enhanced
safety and build quality, all which resulted in greater riding pleasure. The V7 II Stone, V7 II Special
and V7 II Racer were joined two years later by the Stornello, a lightweight off-road model that
cultivated the American scrambler concept.
For 2017, the V7 story continues - one that blends unique style and modern technology, and has
won the hearts of generations of bikers. The V7 reaches its 50th anniversary with the V7 III lineup,
highlighted by the V7 III Anniversario commemorative model.

With its genuine charisma, the V7 III has an original and innovative personality. Its renewed stylistic
and chassis solutions offer a unique riding pleasure, and establish its special place in the Moto Guzzi
world.
The classic double-cradle frame has a reinforced front section, and features a new steering
configuration for more dynamic performance on turns and greater manageability, while the shock
absorbers deliver a progressive, controlled response at all times. The legendary Moto Guzzi transverse
V-twin engine, with its sculpted look, enhances performance by 10%, presenting new possibilities for
great rides in total safety and reliability.
The dual-channel ABS and MGCT traction control system, which can be deactivated by the rider,
govern braking and guarantee grip on any road surface.
The design is a contemporary take on classic lines: the dual-tube exhaust and outside cylinder heads
convey a sense of power; the injector covers and seat are restyled; and the side panels streamlined.
Easy and accessible (the seat is 0.8” lower than on the previous version), this motorcycle satisfies even
the most demanding Moto Guzzi riders.

Dedicated to true admirers of the eagle brand, the V7 III Anniversario uses cutting-edge technology to
celebrate the unique style of the V7. The Anniversario model symbolizes 50 years of international success
for Moto Guzzi.
The commemorative model is offered in a limited edition, with the number forged on the machinedfrom-solid handlebar base. The V7 III Anniversario is unquestionably the most fully featured V7 ever,
with a standard real leather saddle - a work of art worthy of the top customizers - polished aluminum
mudguards, and milled engine cooling wings. The tribute to the original V7 bikes includes an elaborate
chrome motif, beginning with the fuel tank that features the Moto Guzzi eagles in a gold finish.

VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.

TRIBUTE TO THE ORIGINS OF THE V7 LEGEND

The dark soul of the V7 reveals its eclectic and essential nature with an aesthetic that eschews chrome in
favor of matte black paint. The profoundly metropolitan dark matte look of the V7 III Stone is completed
with a single-dial instrument panel, a new seat, a shortened front mudguard and, a unique feature in the V7
III range, light alloy cast wheels.
Verde Camouflage

(USA, CAN)

The V7 III Stone offers a foray into color, with versions reprising the color schemes of the 1970s: Azzurro

Nero Ruvido

(USA, CAN)

Elettrico (Electric Blue), Verde Camouflage (Camouflage Green), Giallo Energico (Energetic Yellow) and the

Azzurro Elettrico

(USA)

Giallo Energico

(USA, CAN)

ever-present Nero Ruvido (Rough Black).

VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.

DARK URBAN SPIRIT

VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.

The heritage of the original V7 bikes is the inspiration for an elegant motorcycle, with generous chrome
trim and shiny graphics, offered in Nero Inchiostro (Ink Black with Green accents) and Blu Zaffiro (Blue
Sapphire with Orange and Silver accents) versions. The colored band on the under-seat side panels that
matches the central band on the fuel tank pays tribute to the unforgettable 1975 V750 S3. A host of
distinctive details include spoked wheels with polished aluminum channels and black hubs, an instrument
panel with two circular dials, and the “old-school” look of the quilt-stitched seat, complete with a new
passenger handgrip.

Nero Inchiostro (USA)
Blu Zaffiro (USA, CAN)

VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.

CONTEMPORARY CLASSIC STYLE

VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.

SPORTY
SOPHISTICATION
True to the racing tradition of the eagle brand,
the V7 III Racer is a custom bike with incredible
attention to detail, offered in a limited edition.
The references to Moto Guzzi’s sporting triumphs
begin with the “Racing Red” color of the frame
and swingarm, inspired by the legendary “red
frame” V7 Sport from 1971, coupled with the
new graphics for the satin-chrome fuel tank
dominated by the red eagle. The racing look
continues with the semi handlebars and hump
seat, while the side panels and injector covers
in black anodized aluminum are the work of
skilled craftsmen. This traditionally one-seat
model shows its versatility with a standard typeapproved two-seat version, and features special
passenger footpegs and Öhlins shock absorbers
for improved handling.

VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.

AUTHENTIC CHARACTER

Beyond fashion, beyond appearances.

V9 is the new incarnation of the most pure Moto Guzzi spirit.
A spirit that does not accept compromise.
A spirit that, with every choice, says with pride: I am what I am.
V9 is precisely like that: Authentic in every design detail.
Authentic in the choice of quality components.
Authentic in the agility with which it reacts to your riding style.
Authentic in the exciting torque of the new 850 cc engine.
It’s the Moto Guzzi that was missing:
Simply yours.

COLOR RANGE

Moto Guzzi interprets the legendary
Bobber style, essential and
aggressive: the chrome-plating
leaves room for matte tones; the
bobbed seat shows the mudguard;
and the high-walled tires underline
the grit of a true Bobber. The 850cc
90 degree transverse V-twin, cardan
transmission and steel frame display
the essence of Moto Guzzi in a
Bobber version. The quality metal

NERO MASSICCIO

mudguards provide room for the
imposing tires that deserve display
with pride. The steel tank is painted
in a dark matte color, enlivened by
checkered graphics that underlines
the sporty spirit of V9 Bobber. To
ride in total safety, ABS and traction
control come standard.
GRIGIO SPORT
AUTHENTIC, DIRECT, IRRESISTIBLE.
A TRIBUTE TO THE SPIRIT
OF EVERY TRUE RIDER.

VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.

What is meant by authenticity? It means knowing
how to live according to what we really are and want
without being influenced by what everyone else does.

Anchored to the road and in full control,
stability and safety. V9 Bobber puts a
wide rear tire and a formidable 130/90
front tire on the pavement.

VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.

AN OUT OF THE ORDINARY LOOK

130/90 FRONT TIRE

FORGED ALUMINUM FOOTREST SUPPORTS

BRUSHED BLACK EXHAUST

SLEEK SPORTS SADDLE

ALSO STANDARD ARE:
• DUAL-CHANNEL ABS
• 2 ADJUSTMENT TRACTION CONTROL (MGCT)
• METAL FRONT AND REAR MUDGUARD
• IMMOBILIZER
• 150 MM REAR TIRE
• ALUMINUM SIDE FAIRINGS
• BREMBO 4 PISTON FRONT CALIPER
• FORGED ALUMINUM FOOTREST SUPPORTS

MATTE FINISH STEEL TANK

ANALOG INSTRUMENTATION
WITH LCD DISPLAY

BOBBED REAR MUDGUARD

VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.

• USB SOCKET

COLOR RANGE

Metal construction using quality materials with
refined finishes. Attention to detail, which ensures a
superior enduring style. The new 850cc, 90-degree
transverse V-twin is designed to offer a lot of torque
from idle. Combined with the low weight of the
bike, the torque provides intuitive and responsive
handling, requiring minimum effort while providing
maximum enjoyment.
The steel gas tank is embellished with gloss
paintwork and topped with an aluminum gas cap.
The side fairings are made of black-anodized

GIALLO SOLARE

aluminum, and the alloy rims are painted matte
black then diamond-cut. The exhausts are classic
Moto Guzzi, chrome plated and offering exciting
sound. The Roamer comes standard with ABS and
traction control, allowing the motorcycle to be
ridden in total safety and enjoy every mile.

BIANCO CLASSICO

VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.

A rider must be able to trust his bike, just as he
trusts his instinct and experience. Thanks to Moto
Guzzi’s attention to chassis development, the V9
reacts immediately and with precision to the riding
style of its rider.

Stylish, fun and functional. The new V9
Roamer combines modern technology
like traction control and ABS, with
tradition of old world handcrafted

VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.

excellence.

U T M O S T AT T E N T I O N TO D E TA I L

DIAMOND-CUT RIMS

CHROME-PLATED HANDLEBARS

FORGED ALUMINUM FOOTREST SUPPORTS

CHROME-PLATED EXHAUST

ALSO STANDARD ARE:
• DUAL-CHANNEL ABS
• 2 ADJUSTMENT TRACTION CONTROL (MGCT)
• METAL FRONT AND REAR MUDGUARD
• IMMOBILIZER
• 150 MM REAR TIRE
• ALUMINUM SIDE FAIRINGS

STEEL TANK WITH EMBOSSED EAGLE

ANALOG INSTRUMENTATION
WITH LCD DISPLAY

BREMBO 4 PISTON FRONT CALIPER

VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.

• USB SOCKET

VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.

PERSONALITY

COMMUNITY

YOU AND YOUR MOTO GUZZI.
An ode to freedom that repeats itself every time you put on your helmet and turn the key.
We know this feeling, because for nearly 100 years it has characterized those who,
like us, ride a Moto Guzzi.
Join Moto Guzzi Proud Owners now.
A whole new world of passion for all Moto Guzzi enthusiasts
who, like you, experience these emotions.

VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.

Sign up now at proudowners.motoguzzi.com

ACCESSORIES AND APPAREL
You can personalize your Moto Guzzi bike with aesthetic elements or accessories to enhance
comfort and riding pleasure. Windshield, bags, luggage carriers, saddles, chrome or brushed
aluminum elements are some of the type-approved accessories, designed and developed by the
motorcycle designers, with great attention to detail. The style of a legend is reflected in technical
jackets and leather gloves, jet helmets, t-shirts and sweatshirts. The quality of made in Italy in line
with the latest trends, so you can experience the adventures of an eagle in full flight.
Discover the complete range of Moto Guzzi accessories on
MOTOGUZZI-US.COM | MOTOGUZZI-CANADA.CA

V7 III SPECIAL |
ANNIVERSARIO

V7 III STONE

V7 III RACER

V9 BOBBER

V9 ROAMER

Engine

90° Transverse V-twin, 4-stroke

90° Transverse V-twin, 4-stroke

90° Transverse V-twin, 4-stroke

Engine

90° Transverse V-twin, 4 stroke

90° Transverse V-twin, 4 stroke

Capacity

744 cc

744 cc

744 cc

Displacement

853 cc

853 cc

Bore x stroke

80 x 74 mm

80 x 74 mm

80 x 74 mm

Bore x stroke

84 x 77 mm

84 x 77 mm

MAX power

51 hp (38 kW) @ 6,200 rpm

51 hp (38 kW) @ 6,200 rpm

51 hp (38 kW) @ 6,200 rpm

MAX power

55 HP (40.4 kW) @ 6,250 rpm

55 HP (40.4 kW) @ 6,250 rpm

MAX torque

44 ft-lbs (60 Nm) @ 4,900 rpm

44 ft-lbs (60 Nm) @ 4,900 rpm

44 ft-lbs (60 Nm) @ 4,900 rpm

MAX Torque

46 ft-lbs (62 Nm) @ 3,000 rpm

46 ft-lbs (62 Nm) @ 3,000 rpm

Gearbox

6-speed transmission

6-speed transmission

6-speed transmission

Gearbox

6-speed transmission

6-speed transmission

Front
suspension

40 mm diameter Kaifa traditional
fork

40 mm diameter Kaifa traditional
fork

40 mm diameter Kaifa traditional
fork

Front suspension

40 mm diameter Kaifa traditional fork

40 mm diameter Kaifa traditional fork

Rear
suspension

Die cast light alloy swing arm with Die cast light alloy swing arm with Die cast light alloy swing arm
2 shock absorbers with adjustable 2 shock absorbers with adjustable with fully adjustable Ohlins STX
spring preload.
spring preload.
36 twin shock absorbers

Rear suspension

Die cast light alloy swing arm with 2 shock
absorbers with adjustable spring preload.

Die cast light alloy swing arm with 2 shock
absorbers with adjustable spring preload.

Front brake

320 mm stainless steel floating
disc, Brembo caliper with 4
differently sized opposed pistons

320 mm stainless steel floating
disc, Brembo caliper with 4
differently sized opposed pistons

320 mm stainless steel floating
disc, Brembo caliper with 4
differently sized opposed pistons

Front brake

320 mm stainless steel floating disc,
Brembo caliper with 4 differently sized
opposed pistons

320 mm stainless steel floating disc,
Brembo caliper with 4 differently sized
opposed pistons

Rear brake

260 mm, stainless steel disc,
floating caliper with 2 pistons

260 mm, stainless steel disc,
floating caliper with 2 pistons

260 mm, stainless steel disc,
floating caliper with 2 pistons

Rear brake

260 mm, stainless steel disc,
floating caliper with 2 pistons

260 mm, stainless steel disc,
floating caliper with 2 pistons

Front wheel
Front tire

2.5” x 18” polished spoked
2.5" x 18” in lightweight black cast
100/90R18(110/80R18asalternative) aluminum alloy

2.5” x 18” black spoked
100/90R18(110/80R18asalternative)

Front wheel
Front tire

3.5” x 16” multispoke aluminum alloy
130/90 R 16

2.5” x 19” multispoke aluminum alloy
100/90 R 19

Rear wheel
Rear tire

3.5” x 17” polished spoked
130/80 R 17”

3.5” x 17” in lightweight alloy
130/80 R 17

3.5” x 17” black spoked
130/80 R 17

Rear wheel
Rear tire

4.0” x 16” multispoke aluminum alloy
150/80 R 16

4.0” x 16” multispoke aluminum alloy
150/80 R 16

Saddle height

30.3 in
(770 mm)

30.3 in
(770 mm)

30.3 in
(770 mm)

Length / width

86.0 in / 33.1 in
(2,185 mm / 840 mm)

88.2 in / 34.1 in
(2,240 mm / 865 mm )

Dry weight

425 lbs
(193kg)

417 lbs
(189 kg)

425 lbs
(193 kg)

Saddle height

30.7 in
(780 mm)

30.9 in
(785 mm)

Curb weight*

470 lbs
(213 kg)

461 lbs
(209 kg)

470 lbs
(213 kg)

Weight in running
order*

439 lbs
(199 kg)

439 lbs
(199 kg)

Fuel tank
capacity

5.5 gal - including 1.1 Gal reserve
(21L - including 4L reserve)

5.5 gal - including 1.1 Gal reserve
(21L - including 4L reserve)

5.5 gal - including 1.1 Gal reserve
(21L - including 4L reserve)

Fuel tank capacity

4.0 gal - including 1.1 Gal reserve
(15L -including 4L reserve)

4.0 gal - including 1.1 Gal reserve
(15L -including 4L reserve)

Available colors

Anniversario | Chrome
Special | Nero Inchiostro or Blu
Zaffiro

Nero Ruvido, Azzurro Elettrico,
Verde Camouflage, Giallo
Energico

Matte Chrome

Available colors

Nero Massiccio, Grigio Sport

Giallo Solare, Bianco Classico

The company reserves the right to make technical and stylistic changes at any time.

*Weight with bike ready for use, with all operating fluids, without fuel.

Moto Guzzi is a registered trademark of Piaggio & C. S.p.A.

* Weight with motorcycle ready for use with all operating fluids and with 90% fuel.
THE COMPANY RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE TECHNICAL, STYLE AND APPEARANCE CHANGES AT ANY TIME. RIDE CAREFULLY AND ALWAYS WEAR A DOT APPROVED HELMET AND APPROPRIATE RIDING
APPAREL. COMPLY WITH THE HIGHWAY CODE AND ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS. READ THE USER AND MAINTENANCE HANDBOOK CAREFULLY. ALWAYS ASK ORIGINAL SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
MOTO GUZZI OFFICIAL DEALERS CARRY ORIGINAL MOTO GUZZI SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, ARE TRAINED TO GIVE PROFESSIONAL VEHICLE CARE TO YOUR MOTORCYCLE AND CAN PROVIDE
ASSISTANCE FOR THE BEST PURCHASING EXPERIENCE AND MOTO GUZZI ORIGINAL SPARE PARTS ARE WARRANTED BY MOTO GUZZI’S MANUFACTURER LIMITED WARRANTY AND ARE DESIGNED FOR
CONSISTENT VEHICLE PERFORMANCE.

COD. UPGV7V9MY17 25X BROCHURES PER ORDER. 03/2017

© PIAGGIO GROUP AMERICAS, INC. 2017. MOTO GUZZI®, THE FLYING EAGLE LOGO ARE U.S. AND WORLDWIDE
REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF THE PIAGGIO GROUP OF COMPANIES. OBEY LOCAL TRAFFIC SAFETY LAWS AND ALWAYS WEAR
A DOT APPROVED HELMET, APPROPRIATE EYEWEAR AND PROPER APPAREL.
READ THE USER AND MAINTENANCE BOOK CAREFULLY. RIDE SAFELY AND DO NOT RACE OTHER VEHICLES. PIAGGIO
GROUP AMERICAS RESERVES THE RIGHT AT ANY TIME TO DISCONTINUE OR CHANGE SPECS, PRICES, DESIGNS, FEATURES,
ACCESSORIES OR EQUIPMENT WITHOUT INCURRING ANY OBLIGATION OR LIABILITY. NOT ALL COLORS ARE AVAILABLE IN ALL
REGIONS. CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR SPECIFIC AVAILABILITY. SOME OEM MOTO GUZZI® ACCESSORIES MAY NOT BE
LEGAL OR AVAILABLE IN YOUR STATE. VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPEC.
THE BRAND MOTO GUZZI IS THE PROPERTY OF PIAGGIO & C. S.P.A.

MOTOGUZZI-US.COM | MOTOGUZZI-CANADA.CA

